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SWANA 2.0
Our journey to this plan.

Change is good—but first, know what should never change.
- Jim Collins, organizational excellence consultant and best-selling author

SWANA1, like all healthy organizations, is constantly evolving. As we learn, we improve. As
conditions change, we adapt. The strategic plan you’re reading is clear about how, why, and
where we need to adapt.
But one thing is not changing: our commitment to why we do this work.
The SWANA Board of Directors reaffirmed the Association’s Core Purpose and Mission in
February 2020. It continues to resonate and serves as our North Star:
SWANA’s Core Purpose: To advance the responsible management of solid waste as a
resource.
SWANA’s Mission: SWANA is an organization of professionals committed to advancing from
solid waste management to resource management through their shared emphasis on
education, advocacy, safety, and research.

From SWANA 1.0 to SWANA 2.0
SWANA’s previous strategic plan, referred to here as “SWANA 1.0” (2016-2021) outlined clear
goals tied to the components emphasized in SWANA’s mission2:
1. Education – SWANA will provide industry professionals with the knowledge, skills,
tools, and expertise to responsibly manage solid waste resources.
2. Advocacy – SWANA will be valued and recognized by industry professionals, other
industry associations, and policy makers for promoting balanced and credible
approaches to managing solid waste resources.
3. Research – SWANA will support and promote research that seeks environmentally
responsible solutions to solid waste resource management.

SWANA as used in this plan refers to the central association incorporated as the Governmental Refuse
Collection and Disposal Association in 1966, subsequently amended to Solid Waste Association of North
America, governed by a Board of Directors. It is referred to in this plan as SWANA and the Association.
The 47 SWANA chapters are legally separate entities affiliated with SWANA but governed by their own
separately elected boards.
2
Given the timing of the strategic plan’s development and the subsequent hiring of a new CEO/Executive
Director, SWANA 1.0 did not include a specific Safety goal.
1
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4. Infrastructure – SWANA will have a financially sustainable funding model with an
efficient structure and effective governance that reflects contemporary business
practices.
Like SWANA 1.0, the current strategic plan (“SWANA 2.0,” 2022-2027) sets four goals. Each
goal includes a limited number of objectives that identify major work areas. Each objective and
its related strategies will require significant staff, Board of Director, and member work and
focus. Implementation plans, schedules, and metrics are incorporated in annual work plans that
will be created after the adoption of the goals, objectives and strategies found in SWANA 2.0.
The greatest emphasis of SWANA 2.0 has been and continues to be the future; to provide a
moment to look away from ongoing day-to-day operations in order to focus on longer-term and
not-yet-realized opportunities and challenges.
To accomplish this, the Board invited a cross-section of members to consider SWANA’s future.
These inquiries were organized into four Working Groups with each Working Group given a
question on which to reflect during summer 2021. The four questions were based somewhat but
not entirely around key objectives and strategies left incomplete from the SWANA 1.0 plan:
Events/Connections Working Group: The past year has proven that SWANA has the ability
to offer events virtually and in person. SWANA members want to connect through events.
SWANA as an association currently relies on event revenues to help fund its programs. How
can events of the future do both while also continuing to offer the versatility to move
smoothly between in-person and virtual formats?
Safety Working Group: What are the next steps for improving solid waste industry safety
and how can SWANA best commit resources and talent to meaningfully create safer
workplaces?
Subject Matter Expertise Working Group: As SWANA’s mission continues to emphasize a
shift toward Resource Management, what role should subject matter expertise in traditional
integrated solid waste topics play over the next several years?
Young Professionals Working Group: As industry demographics (age, diversity) continue to
evolve, what will young professionals need in the next several years to grow into experienced
contributors to SWANA and the industry?
All groups received training in “Signals and Sensemaking,” a strategic foresight skill that teaches
how to scan for signals of the future coupled with a simple technique to make sense of those
signals with a group. After training, each Working Group met regularly throughout the summer
to share signals and talk together about what they might mean for SWANA.
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The Working Groups generated hundreds of pages of signals and dozens of insights and
recommendations. Their insights and recommendations were presented on Nov. 1, 2021, to a
larger work group comprised of the Board of Directors, Advisory Board, Working Group
members, and SWANA staff. Using the recommendations, that group identified several tactics
and strategies3 to be considered for inclusion in the SWANA 2.0 plan. Those strategies are
available online4 and in Appendix 1 of this document.

Five Drivers of Change
Change or be changed.

As the Working Groups looked to the future, they could see that some changes coming to the
solid waste industry are highly visible, expensive, or threatening, like lithium-ion batteries
causing damage to trucks and facilities and sustained rain events that outstrip the capacity of
stormwater and leachate systems.
Other changes are subtle, like the drip-drip-drip of a small leak in the ceiling. They don’t create
huge, eye-catching change but, left unnoticed, grow bigger and cause structural damage.
The following five drivers of change include both highly visible and subtle changes. All will affect
core components of resource management. Beginning to address them now represents a
proactive approach to shaping the future rather than being shaped by it.

Driver 1. Shifting Worker Priorities
COVID-19 and the corresponding shutdown of normal life (i.e., the pandemic) from spring 2020
through spring 2022 have provoked and/or sped some social changes. Shifting worker priorities
is one such change acting as a driver for the future that is likely more prevalent faster than it
would otherwise have been.
Throughout the pandemic, industry employers have had to address risks and illness to frontline
employees. As a longer-term consequence, they must also address the effects of a shrinking work
force. In 2021, the U.S. “Quits Rate,” which measures the number of people voluntarily leaving
their jobs, began increasing both nationally and regionally. The Quits Rate reached record high
levels in April (3.9M) and continued increasing into November (4.5M) before slowing slightly.

In SWANA’s 2016-2021 plan (aka “SWANA 1.0”), strategies were the smallest unit of focused effort,
which could comprise a single project or individual focus area. Tactics are components of strategies and
generally too small or specific to be called out in the five-year plan.
4 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ztTr8C2P4ViGvfcuvgABZWP6xRyH0lxH?usp=sharing
3
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Table 4. Quits levels and rates by industry and region, seasonally adjusted

(1)

What’s going on? Why are workers leaving their jobs in record numbers? During normal times,
the Quits Rate reflects:
●
●

Employee confidence (e.g., “I can find a better job somewhere else”)
Employee dissatisfaction (e.g., “I hate this job and have had enough”)

The pandemic added factors:
●

●

●

Burnout – Many employees are leaving the workforce to reclaim mental and physical
health. They may return to work, but it is unclear if they’ll return to their previous roles
or industries.
Reassessment – The pandemic caused employees to face their own health and mortality
and evaluate the importance of their job compared to other priorities. Work seems to
have fallen from first place in people’s lives to second or even third place.
Demand for better conditions – Historically, after periods of great unrest, like World
War I and World War II, workers have sought better wages, working conditions, and
benefits5. This is happening now in the pandemic era and may continue for several years
as social media increases employees’ ability to organize and strike6.

The pandemic has also led to a sharp increase in worker retirements, with at least 1.7 million
more workers than expected choosing to retiree. Further, retirements are not equally distributed
across all sectors7, a statistic important to SWANA and employers in the resource management
industry. Retirement is occurring faster–up 5%–among people 55 to 64 without a college degree
and has slowed among the same age group with a college degree. That potentially means more
near-term pressure to replace supervisory-level and the most experienced skilled workers and
frontline staff than to replace professional track staff.

“Striketober and the Power of Workers,” National Public Radio,
https://www.npr.org/2021/11/02/1051483539/striketober-and-the-power-of-workers
6
“The Great Resignation and Striketober are Sending a Signal,” CNN,
https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/29/opinions/labor-activism-and-striketober-hemmer/index.html
7
“How the COVID Crisis is Making Retirement Inequality Worse,”
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-covid-crisis-is-making-retirement-inequality-worse11631201005
5
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Employers must rethink and reimagine the employer-employee contract along three
dimensions: compensation, flexibility, and respect for human dignity & diversity. For example:
●

●
●

HR policies like “Three absences and you’re fired” will be replaced by more workercentric apps like When I Work that give employees and managers just-in-time
information about scheduling and allow workers to easily communicate with each other
to help each other cover shifts.
Overstaffing at 110% or more will become common so that if a worker must miss work
for family or personal reasons someone can step in to help.
Employers in industries where positions are hard to fill will have to raise wages. But
doing so is likely to be only the minimum necessary to compete in the employment
market.

In rank order by importance, employees also want:
●

●
●

Flexibility and a willingness to accommodate when a health or family issue arises. Onefourth of those who are currently unemployed have a disability that makes work hard
and 86% of today’s unemployed say that “flexibility” is the most important value in a
workplace.
Training and development opportunities – workers are less willing to stay in dead-end
jobs and want work that provide opportunities for growth and advancement.
A sense of purpose and inclusivity, especially important to American and Canadian
workers who perceive their employment as expressions of their values.

Waste Management8 in spring 2021 implemented a program to provide all U.S. employees with
access to fully funded education programs with the program expanding to all benefits-eligible
dependents in January 2022. Walmart, Target, and Amazon followed in in the summer of 2021
with announcements they would begin offering free college tuition and textbooks to warehouse
employees.9 SWANA members report that some frontline workers have left to take fast food jobs
that pay more and are less fatiguing. We are entering a period in which workers can command
higher wages and better working conditions...and employers are responding.
Successful employers are likely to be those who embrace the need to fundamentally rethink the
employer-employee value proposition to address these expectations. See Goal 3: Reframe
Perception of Industry as Employers of Choice.

https://www.hrdive.com/news/waste-management-to-offer-no-cost-education-to-employeesdependents/600490/
9
https://www.inquirer.com/business/warehouse-jobs-amazon-work-employment-20211011.html
8
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Driver 2. Increasing Impacts from Climate Change
Climate change poses a threat and an opportunity for the resource management industry.
As an opportunity, climate change allows SWANA, its chapters, and the industry to position
themselves as climate champions. The daily work of SWANA and those in the industry has
traditionally been to protect the environment and public health through the provision of
traditional collection, processing, and disposal services, while also encouraging the creation of
new markets for downstream products. This work must expand in keeping with SWANA’s
emphasis on resource management to consistently advocate for reduced waste generation and to
emphasize discards as resources ripe for recovery and reuse in manufacturing supply chains. If
the industry embraced this position, it would change its public perception – essentially gaining a
halo effect – that could better attract and keep the next generation, a record number of whom
worry about the future of the planet.10 See Goal 2: Become Climate Champions.
Young professionals will be required to tackle the impacts of climate change and how it
affects their organizations. Climate change is changing the way we handle debris management,
energy, power needs, and solid waste service changes. The near-term and longer-term impacts
of climate changes include management of solid waste facilities adjustments and the flexibility
to handle those changes. Planning for climate changes should be a part of SWANA training, ARF
research, and best practices.
- Young Professionals Strategic Plan Working Group

Climate change will be the driving force behind new environmental legislation to reduce energy
consumption, achieve compliant recycling, and facilitate carbon trading. Change in current
practices for the solid waste industry is unavoidable in the near future. The carbon credit and
trading scheme presents significant challenges and opportunities to municipal solid waste
practitioners. Technological advances in waste management may allow the municipal solid waste
sector to act as a carbon sink, hence earning tradable carbon credits while addressing emissions.
- Subject Matter Expertise Strategic Plan Working Group
As a threat, climate change makes the delivery of resource management services more
dangerous, expensive, and laborious. Increased temperature variability (colder winters, hotter
summers) poses risks to collection workers and those in facilities that aren’t climate-controlled,
(e.g., that lack air conditioning). Just as cities like Phoenix have done in their creation of an
Office of Heat Response and Mitigation, employers will need to become more focused and
attentive to addressing increased temperature variability and stronger, more frequent storm
events. SWANA’s industry-focused responses to this threat are found in Goal 1: Get off the Top
10 List of Most Dangerous Jobs.
10

“Climate Change: Young People are Worried,” BBC, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-58549373
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Climate impacts can adversely affect our industry because of the impacts on infrastructure and
our ability/need to respond to damage. The changing climate exasperates the impact of heat—
and the lack of any safety standard—on our workforce. Additionally, there is an opportunity to
expand programs as they relate to CO2 capture.
- Safety Strategic Plan Working Group

Additionally, concerns for addressing climate change should create an impetus to reconsider the
traditional provision of many SWANA services. Rather than responding as if to a threat, climate
change should be the reason for SWANA and its chapters to reassess how people will access
conferences, education, and training opportunities, and otherwise connect in the future while
simultaneously reducing travel. The COVID-19 pandemic provided a short trial effort in how
such services could be delivered. SWANA and its chapters have learned valuable lessons about
the delivery of virtual and hybrid services and events during the pandemic. SWANA should not
let a rush to return to full in-person events be a reason to forget those lessons or abandon
progress that has been made. The ability to pivot from an in-person event to a virtual or hybrid
event is equally beneficial in response to severe weather and travel disruptions as it is to
pandemic closures.

The pandemic disrupted “events as usual,” but climate change may become an even bigger
disruptor, especially with regard to travel. Climate change is currently, and will continue to,
impact everything in our lives, and should be a key consideration in any future planning.
●

Corporate and municipal sustainability policies may affect how/if/when people travel.

●

Climate change and sustainability concerns may impact both selection and desirability of
potential destination(s) for training, professional development, networking, and
recreation.

●

Sustainability and climate change concerns will most likely lead to more intentional
decisions on what events and which locations are sought and approved for travel,
perhaps giving preference to regional events.
- Events/Connections Strategic Plan Working Group

Driver 3. Expanding Use for Technology, AI, and Automation
The drivers discussed previously indicate SWANA and its members will experience increasing
wage pressure and dwindling labor pools in the coming years. These forces create an
environment ripe for additional investments in employee training, technology, Artificial
Intelligence (AI), and automation that contribute to reduced costs, increased efficiency on the
front line and in the back office, and a workplace that is safer and more attractive to next-gen
workers. See Goal 1: Get Off the Top Ten List of Most Dangerous Jobs and Goal 3: Reframe
Perception of Industry as Employers of Choice.
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Technology has a multipronged impact on our industry. First, there is a significant increase in
cab technology and autonomous vehicles/equipment. The increase of technology can improve
operations but must be monitored to ensure that it is not creating distractions or other negative
impacts. Autonomous equipment could aid operations at landfills. Electric cars/batteries could
have a negative impact depending on the management of them after their useful life. Some
safety technology could be utilized to monitor and protect our workers.
- Safety Strategic Plan Working Group

New emerging technologies (like automation, artificial intelligence, tracker chips in packaging,
use of satellites in methane monitoring, etc.) are anticipated to change future material and
waste management. Artificial intelligence has the capability to aid companies to create a circular
economy by eliminating inefficiencies in sorting and waste facilities. Artificial intelligence can
spot items on a conveyor belt faster and with better accuracy than a human by providing
composition information and analytics to help facilities increase recycling rates. Satellite
technology for monitoring emission sources is rapidly advancing, which may impact future
regulations on greenhouse gas emissions. These emerging technologies will impact the future
skill set requirement for solid waste professionals in both the public and private sectors.
- Subject Matter Expertise Strategic Plan Working Group

Automation has already had a documented effect on collection safety and routing efficiency.
Increased technology is also being built into MRFs to allow for faster line speeds and better
material separation. Automation and AI will have ongoing roles in new technology rollouts.
Solid waste organizations must continue to examine ways in which automation, AI, and
technology can make processes safer, more effective, or efficient. Of note:
●

●

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is the fastest growing software market and one of the
most popular choices for operational efficiency with tactical automation.11 RPA
platforms automate repetitive, rule-based, predictable tasks. Order processing, inventory
management, and status monitoring are ripe for RPA applications.
Robotic Motion Planning automates production systems with AI and robot sensors and
cameras to increase autonomy and accuracy. Robot sensors monitor the environment
and actuator12 positions, while algorithms deployed with AI detect objects and command
actuator actions to manipulate and place things in the appropriate locations. Example:
automated solid waste collection or waste stream sorting flows.

Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Robotic Process Automation, https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=126YXUBYH&ct=210729&st=sb
12
Actuator: any component of a machine that is responsible for moving and controlling a mechanism or
system, for example by opening a valve. In simple terms, it is a "mover.”
11
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●

Predictive Maintenance – Organizations with equipment in low bandwidth
environments, such as mines, farms, factories, and landfills, can adopt a preemptive
approach to part replacement and repair, reducing equipment downtime and minimizing
maintenance costs. Sensors collect data on the state of subsystems of a given machine or
vehicle. Models deployed with AI monitor them for predictors of failure and queue them
for maintenance before they fail.

Consistent with Driver 1 (Changing Worker Priorities), employees expected to become adept at
using increasingly complex systems will also expect their employers to invest in worker training
and development.
Simultaneously, technology also provides opportunities for enhanced and safer employee
training in the future. For example, virtual and augmented reality systems now used in gaming
and on sports broadcasts are also being used as simulator platforms for driver, operator, and
mechanic training. They also offer potential to safely train on other tasks with dangerous
outcomes when done incorrectly (e.g., handling hazardous chemicals and working in a confined
space).
Artificial intelligence is growing more prominently with equipment, robotics, and drones. This
will impact the industry for young professionals who will need more training.
- Young Professionals Strategic Plan Working Group

Driver 4. Expanding Value for Resources & the Circular Economy
SWANA’s core purpose is to advance the responsible management of solid waste as a resource.
SWANA’s members are integrally involved in the management of a value chain that hasn’t been
fully recognized or realized—from organics to biogas and carbon capture.
Alternative fuels can be generated from much of the waste produced, which can positively
impact our industry.
- Safety Strategic Plan Working Group

9

The economics of the waste management industry will be impacted by the American Recycling
Infrastructure Plan, private investments into organic processing and recycling, and public-private
partnerships. Startups with more environmentally conscious practices will have an edge in the
solid waste management market and change the industry dynamics.
- Subject Matter Expertise Strategic Plan Working Group

Involvement in management is not enough, nor is it enough to work only downstream to
address wasted resources. As a result of climate change, organizations and industries are
increasingly looking at the circular economy to reduce wasted resources and to considering
environment, society, and governance (ESG) efforts in that light.

Young professionals will be impacted by all the changes coming in the waste industry, i.e., zerowaste, EPR, A.I., circular economy, etc. SWANA’s executive team and membership will be the
leaders for this change, in particular, accomplishing the mission of “Waste to Resources.” These
changes will impact SWANA by attracting more young professionals who are focused on the
environment and waste issues.
- Young Professionals Strategic Plan Working Group
Manufacturers and packaging companies are moving from merely talking about the planet
toward more tangible action, reassessing their role in caring for the environment, reducing
waste and greenhouse gases, and using more recycled materials in their products. Many of these
issues are at the heart of SWANA’s purpose. Although SWANA can’t require product or
packaging changes, it has a role in convening the conversations about market-based and
regulatory solutions. SWANA must also lead conversations that address resource management
in a way that values the continued role of the public and private sector participants that employ
SWANA’s members.
This driver of change will be addressed by Goal 2: Become Climate Champions and Goal 3:
Reframe Perception of Industry as Employers of Choice.

Driver 5. Changing Norms for Meetings and Connection
People join SWANA because they want to be in a community of their peers and be exposed to
industry best practices. Associations like SWANA have traditionally relied on trade publications,
newsletters, and conferences as their primary methods to engage members. Of these, annual
gatherings have been the highest profile and most financially lucrative offerings for SWANA and
individual chapters.
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Post-pandemic, people are likely to continue to gather less in person and more online in either
hybrid or remote configurations for these reasons13:
•

•

•

Budgets – Many private companies and public agencies saw a significant improvement
in their bottom lines by eliminating or reducing travel during the pandemic. They will
not be quick to re-add this expense and will evaluate all meeting and conference
expenses more carefully before committing. Reductions in travel budgets may be
permanent. With 75% of all training dollars spent at the management level and higher,
reduced travel dollars will have the largest impact on frontline workers and young
professionals, the employees that SWANA members most want to retain. Further, by
decreasing the professional development offered to these groups, their chances for
promotion are suppressed.
Climate Change – It is possible that some local sustainability policies may affect how, if,
and when people travel. Even if local guidelines allow traveling by airplane to
conferences, organizations and individuals may be expected to consider climate impacts
in making decisions about attendance at in-person events.
Upward pressure on wages will be required to attract and keep staff (see Driver #1). To
accommodate higher labor costs, savings will be extracted from other parts of the
budget. Historically, training and travel have been the first to be cut.

As much as people complain about “Zoom fatigue,” we must also acknowledge that remote
meetings enable us to reduce our carbon footprint and eliminate geographic distance. (See Goal
2: Become Climate Champions.)
COVID-19 has broadened people’s understanding of what is possible online, from making
connections to mentoring to technical training and certification. “Young professionals seeking a
mentor are not limited to professionals in their local area; they can have several mentors at
different locations around the country with whom they connect virtually. Individuals at all levels
can connect with learning opportunities virtually, thus addressing some of the travel and
environmental concerns identified above. When viewed as an opportunity, SWANA members’
timeless desire to connect with each other and to develop as professionals can be amplified in
the pandemic’s aftermath.
The opportunity is enormous.
Currently, only about 20% of SWANA’s members attend annual in-person events (e.g.,
WASTECON and SOAR) hosted by SWANA. Others participate virtually in online training and
webinars, but again the number served indicates a reach of 10 to 20% per year. How can we flip
the equation so that 80% of SWANA members have a meaningful interaction each year, whether
in person or via a remote meeting? Any meeting that is thoughtfully designed—whether for 15
people or 1,500—can make members feel special, deliver excellent professional development,
and increase SWANA’s perceived and real value to members.

13

As reported by the Events/Connection Strategic Plan Working Group
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The percentage of members participating in chapter-hosted events is believed to be far higher
than the 20% for Association events, but SWANA does not track chapter-level data and the
individuals often fail to connect their chapter-level participation to a value derived from SWANA
membership. How can we support and encourage chapter-level participation with
corresponding benefits to the chapters while also clarifying the link to SWANA?
Despite the opportunities identified, virtual events and learning don’t fully address some other
needs for connection and visibility that are provided by SWANA. Employers and boards value
the enhanced connection and collaboration provided when people meet in person. Companies
who support SWANA as exhibitors value the ability to demonstrate goods in person. Both
SWANA and chapters have a role to play in continuing to meet these needs for members and
industry participants.

12
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Core Purpose
To advance the responsible management of solid waste as a resource.
Mission
SWANA is an organization of professionals committed to advancing from solid waste management to resource management
through their shared emphasis on education, advocacy, safety, and research.
Goals
I. Get off the Top 10 list of
most dangerous jobs

II. Become climate champions

III. Reframe perception of
industry as employers of
choice

IV. Continue to strengthen
SWANA infrastructure and
ﬁnancial viability

• Shifting worker priorities
• Increasing impacts from climate
change
• Expanding value for resources & the
circular economy
• Changing norms for meetings and
connection

• Shifting worker priorities
• Increasing impacts from climate
change
• Expanding use of technology, AI, and
automation
• Changing norms for meetings and
connection

• Shifting worker priorities
• Expanding use of technology, AI, and
automation
• Changing norms for meetings and
connection

1. Develop SWANA resources
to support employer safety
programs

3. Emphasize resource
management in SWANA’s
structure & communications

6. Engage young professionals
and next-generation employees

8. Strengthen working
relationships and communication
among SWANA HQ and
SWANA’s sub-units

2. Collaborate with gov’t
agencies & partners to
support industry-appropriate
standards and policies that
lead to safer work
environments

4. Reframe and prioritize
resource management in North
American instructure to
support climate mitigation

7. Improve conditions for
everyone in the industry
through leadership in Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion

Driving Trends
• Shifting worker priorities
• Increasing impacts from climate
change
• Expanding use of technology, AI,
and automation

Objectives

Foundations

5. Create an organics
management emphasis

9. Grow and retain membership
10. Determine what “hybrid” will
mean to SWANA events,
meetings, and services

Partnerships: Strong and trusting partnerships with chapters, federal agencies, thought leaders, and industry leaders
Resources: the ﬁnancial resources, talent, and capacity to enable best-in-class training, advocacy, and member experiences

Four Goals
The future starts here.

The goals presented here respond to the five drivers of change and were influenced by a large
swath of input: reports of the four Working Groups; output and feedback from the Nov. 1, 2021
strategic planning workshop and Dec. 7, 2021 Town Hall; items identified to the Board;
participant feedback on draft plans; operating needs, and some elements carried over from
SWANA 1.0.
Not every recommendation provided is included as a goal, objective, or strategy in this draft
Strategic Plan. Priority is given to high-level, “big, hairy audacious goals” that give strategic
focus rather than tactical direction to SWANA’s staff. The goals are straightforward and written
to be integrated and supportive of the objectives of the other goals. The recommendations and
input collected through 2021 provided considerable guidance and insight in shaping this plan,
even if they were not specifically identified as a goal, objective, or strategy.

Goal 1: Get Off the Top 10 List of Most Dangerous Jobs
Rationale
It’s often good to be in the “top ten.” In this case, SWANA wants solid waste collection and
disposal employees to be eleventh or lower on the list of most dangerous jobs measured for 2026
and reported on the US Census of Fatal Occupational Injuries (CFOI) and similar Canadian
national or provincial/territorial reporting.
Frontline employees are exposed to risk in a variety of ways during their workday with a few of
those exposure areas being:
• Working around vehicles, machinery, and heavy equipment (mechanical operations)
operated by themselves, co-workers, and the public
• Physical injury due to lifting, trips, falls, and other exertion
• Exposure to dangerous, hazardous, or potentially harmful materials placed in the various
material streams set out for collection and sent for processing or disposal
• A changing climate causing more extreme temperatures and stronger, more frequent
storms
Even as some of these risk areas may be addressed through an emphasis on industry training
and increased use of automation, it is also necessary to focus on working toward the adoption of
policies, regulations, and laws that can help prevent exposures altogether.
An emphasis on working out of the top 10 is critical and will:
●
●

Result in safer workforces
Encourage and require industry innovation (e.g., automation, AI) to continue reducing
physical danger and increasing training effectiveness
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●

Have a higher likelihood of attracting and retaining workers who might be discouraged
by a “dangerous job”

In addition to increasing worker safety, these outcomes support Goals 2 and 3 in becoming
climate champions and reframing the industry in a positive light, respectively.
SWANA needs to create new training and certification programs focused on new emerging
technologies e.g., AI, automation, etc. that can improve safety and increase efficiency. SWANA
should also continue taking advantage of virtual platforms to make these trainings available to
more solid waste professionals who do not have access to travel funds to attend in-person
SWANA training and certifications.
- Subject Matter Expertise Strategic Plan Working Group

Objective 1: Develop SWANA resources to support employer safety programs.
Strategy 1.1: In each SWANA training course, incorporate a workplace safety section
focused on the most common types of accidents and injuries and reflecting industry
best practices.
Strategy 1.2: Develop training materials/short course for frontline supervisors, managers,
and leaders on best safety practices and how to effectively discuss safety with workers
with emphasis on the role of leaders in workforce engagement, communications, and
setting metrics.
Strategy 1.3: Develop safety engagement and outreach programs for solid waste
facilities and employees that can be widely distributed through SWANA’s network of
chapters, technical divisions, equipment ROAD-EOs, and other sub groups. The Hauler
Safety Outreach program may be used as a model for these programs.
Strategy 1.4: Develop training materials and/or a course on how to establish safety
programs related to countering climate-related effects (heat, floods, wind, and storm
events).
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Objective 2: Collaborate with government agencies and partners to develop and
support industry-appropriate standards and policies that lead to safer work
environments
Strategy 1.5: Explore and evaluate the expanded use of autonomous equipment,
robotics, and sensors at landfills, transfer stations and MRFs.
More automation and sensing technology are available for implementation in operations today
than ever before. Much of the available technology could be utilized to reduce risks to workers
by removing them from high risk human/machine interfaces or by providing additional advance
notice of potentially hazardous or dangerous substances in material streams. SWANA should
support the evaluation of additional technology applications in the solid waste industry to
reduce workplace danger.

Strategy 1.6: Identify and promote worker safety as an additional outcome of Extended
Producer Responsibility (EPR).
To the extent that EPR policies and programs keep materials such as sharps, dangerous
chemicals, and lithium batteries out of discard streams, they reduce frontline employee
exposure to workplace injury and fires. SWANA should educate EPR advocates regarding these
additional benefits. SWANA’s Policy Committee should also consider incorporating this
outcome in SWANA’s technical positions/policies on EPR policy when they are addressed.

Strategy 1.7: Encourage and participate in the development of temperature standards
for employees working in the industry.
More extreme temperatures place frontline workers at greater risk for both heat- and coldrelated injuries. This is true for workers on collection routes and at disposal facilities and in
other processing facilities that may not be climate controlled. SWANA should participate in the
development of heat standards and the recommendation of PPE training and programs that
support safe working conditions.

Goal 2: Become Climate Champions
Rationale
SWANA has long believed as a core principle that SWANA members and their employers—
whether governments or businesses—share a commitment to the protection of human health
and the environment. Service providers are responsible for carrying out services in a way to
accomplish that. Local governments have the authority to provide or arrange for the provision of
services and the obligation to ensure that the services accomplish the goals of protecting human
health and the environment. State/provincial and federal governments establish the legal and
regulatory standards that set the measurable goals. Each component of the infrastructure holds
some accountability for the overall goal of protecting human health and the environment.
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Yet, in the act of meeting those goals, the infrastructure also contributes to climate impacts.
Trucks that collect materials (even recyclables and organics) and heavy equipment that bury
waste burn fuel and add emissions. Landfills are built to contain leachate and landfill gas and to
allow for their extraction but don’t prevent all gas emissions from customers or disposal areas
through the life of the facility. . Processing facilities require electricity. If we focus only on
material streams for their potential as resources and not the effect of the entire industry, we
miss an opportunity to become a Climate Champion focused on making real change throughout
the infrastructure.
During its Oct. 31, 2021 meeting, the SWANA Board of Directors endorsed the “ISWA
Declaration on Climate Change and the Waste and Resource Management Sector14, dated 3
October 2021,” and its use as a reference in developing SWANA policy. This declaration is
included in the Strategic Plan as Appendix 2.
By becoming a Climate Champion, SWANA can positively represent and lead the industry in
engaging a new generation of workers and leaders, contributing to environmental and worker
protection, retooling training, and certification programs, and creating communities of interest.
Three concepts are inherent in this strategy:
●

●
●

The circular economy that decreases or eliminates waste also keeps products and
materials in use and reduces demand for new resources, which allows for regeneration of
our natural world.
Climate change includes global warming and effects on weather patterns that impact
people, plants, animals, and the planet.
Co-benefits are the additional social, economic, environmental, and technological
benefits—beyond that of a more stable climate—gained by acting to address climate
change.

In becoming a Climate Champion, SWANA will work with and influence government and
industry partners to:
●
●

Reframe resource management as critical national infrastructure.
Raise awareness with members, their employers, and local and state/provincial
governments as a whole about the potential effects of:
○ More extreme weather events resulting in flooding of local infrastructure
essential to resource management, such as roads, leachate lagoons, catchment
areas, and power supplies
○ Common consumer items, such as lithium-ion batteries, which can catch fire and
damage or destroy trucks and facilities.
○ The role of properly managing organics in reducing greenhouse gas emissions,
increasing carbon sequestration, and increasing soil health and associated
benefits

https://www.iswa.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/ISWA-Declaration-2021-ClimateSignatories.pdf?v=06fa567b72d7
14
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●

Capitalize on the momentum among product designers and engineers to complete the
circle, to use recyclable content in their products, and to recapture its value later in the
product life cycle.

Objective 3: Emphasize Resource Management in SWANA’s structure and
communications
Strategy 2.1: Update and expand SWANA’s technical policies to address and support
resource management.
SWANA’s technical policies reflect the responsibility of industry and local governments to
provide ongoing daily management of municipal solid waste as a whole and in its component
streams. While continuing to affirm that obligation and the importance of daily services to
protect public health and the environment, SWANA will update outdated technical policies and
develop new policies to incorporate circular economy concepts and the transition to resource
management.

Strategy 2.2: Develop a technical policy and Association position on Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR).
SWANA’s technical policies do not currently include a comprehensive position and policy on
EPR (beyond those on product stewardship 15and bottle deposit16 developed many years ago and
due for update) but should. Given the number of materials and topics potentially addressed (car
batteries, solar panels, wind turbine propellers, mattresses, pharmaceuticals, Bottle Bills) and
the differences in approaches in the United States and Canada, this could be one or two policies
(one per country) and the/each policy may need to begin with a single, very broad position in
favor of EPR followed by sub-positions and policy statements appropriate for geographic areas
and/or materials.

Strategy 2.3: Position SWANA’s Technical Divisions for success by retooling the focus of
each division toward support of resource management and Climate Champion
initiatives.
SWANA has had seven technical divisions for many years with very little change in the
fundamental emphasis if each though two were renamed as the Sustainable Materials
Management and Waste Conversion & Energy Recovery technical divisions. Little has been done
in the past five years to proactively work with leaders and members of any of the divisions to
share SWANA’s strategic emphasis on resource management. This strategic plan and the
Board’s endorsement of the ISWA Declaration on Climate Change and the Waste and Resource
Management Sector provide an opportunity to do so. They also provide an opportunity to
complete an assessment in each specialty area of how to function at the leading edge of resource

15
16

T-2.1: Product Stewardship, approved March 27, 2014.
T-2.2: Deposit Systems, approved July 31, 1993.
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management for the industry, the public, and the environment. Completing these steps will help
serve and retain existing subscribers and attract additional participation.

Strategy 2.4: Incorporate resource management topics and content as SWANA
certification courses are updated.
Objective 4: Reframe and prioritize resource management in North American
infrastructure to support plans and initiatives for climate mitigation
Strategy 2.5: Collaborate with other associations and organizations to promote the
development of balanced and credible resource management infrastructure across
North America.
Strategy 2.6: Maintain a high level of organization visibility and relevance through
ongoing outreach, comment, and consultation with policymakers, NGOs, media, and
others.
Objective 5: Create an Organics Management Emphasis
Strategy 2.7: Collaborate with US Composting Council, US Composting Infrastructure
Coalition, the Compost Council of Canada, and other groups to advance the industry
implementation of programs to effectively recover organics as valuable resources
Strategy 2.8: Update the education courses focused on managing organics.
The current Managing Composting Programs certification course is outdated and unclear
whether its focus is on organics or composting. There are missed opportunities to focus on yard
and kitchen wastes and biomass. The Organics Collection topic is not well integrated into the
Managing Composting Programs course and is not focused on industry-wide issues, per subject
matter experts who teach it. Develop an updated organics course or courses and/or collaborate
with other organizations that have relevant education materials and make the updated courses
widely available to SWANA members.

Goal 3: Reframe Perception of Industry as Employers of Choice
Rationale
Although SWANA does not position its member services toward frontline and support
employees, employers within the resource management industry offer competitive jobs, good
benefits, and the opportunity to do meaningful work. The industry is suffering shortages among
skilled trades workers, such as CDL drivers and mechanics. Increased resignations and
retirements among those without college degrees will exacerbate the severity of current
shortages.
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As the industry’s leading professional association, SWANA can monitor and share developments
in this fast-changing environment, distribute best practices among members, and lead an
industry response to help members attract and keep new workers.

Objective 6: Engage Young Professionals and next-generation employees
Strategy 3.1: Implement and refine the Young Professionals Leadership Academy (YPLA).
SWANA’s Young Professionals (YP) program consistently focuses on professionals (i.e., those
with college degrees) between the ages of 22 and 35. These professionals have advocated for
SWANA services that support their growth along a managerial/leadership track. Funded in the
FY2022 budget, the YPLA is being implemented and should continue to be a strategy in SWANA
2.0 to address the interests of this membership segment.

Strategy 3.2: Collaborate as needed to create and sustain a program to recruit the next
generation of individuals to fill skilled positions in the solid waste industry.
SWANA’s has historically not focused on individuals working in skilled positions in the industry.
However, employers are already struggling to fill positions such as mechanic, driver and
operator. SWANA should collaborate on programs that help recruit and train potential
employees. It should also seek methods to collaborate with chapters and industry companies to
provide scholarships for students potentially drawn to skilled positions in the industry.

Strategy 3.3: Incorporate the Climate Champion, Resource Management, and Safety
emphases in order to progress toward established objectives and strategies in
promoting the industry
Objective 7: Improve conditions for everyone in the industry through leadership
in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Strategy 3.4: Develop and implement the DEI Initiative.
Funding was allocated for the first year of this effort in the FY2022 budget and must be
continued to support plan recommendations in subsequent years. Developing and implementing
the plan in a meaningful way throughout SWANA, its chapters, and with member employers will
take the term of this SWANA 2.0 plan and beyond.
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Goal 4: Continue to Strengthen SWANA’s Infrastructure and Financial Viability
Rationale
To accomplish the Board’s mission and vision, SWANA must be a strong and vibrant
professional association. The Association has grown in size, financial strength, and relevance as
a result of implementing SWANA 1.0 during the past several years. But in many ways, SWANA
1.0 accomplished easier wins because the plan and related efforts were fresh and exciting.
SWANA has an incredible opportunity to reinvent and reimagine how it delivers member value
through this plan. To do so and in addition to the other goals, SWANA 2.0 must update and
strengthen the Association’s infrastructure, so it does not continue to rely on systems developed
to address past member needs and chapter relationships. Members engaging in SWANA have
different expectations than in the past and before changes in operations driven by the
pandemic. Chapter functions and, as a result, their relationships with SWANA have evolved over
time. Each of these has created different stressors on current systems, all of which will be
further affected by the ongoing drivers of shifting employee priorities, increased AI and
technology use, and changed meeting and connection norms.
The outcome of addressing infrastructure needs as outlined here will be to improve SWANA’s
overall strength and financial viability.

Objective 8: Strengthen working relationships and communications among
SWANA HQ and SWANA’s sub-units (i.e., chapters and technical divisions)
Strategy 4.1: HQ Listening Campaign
This strategy was identified as a need by a cross-functional team tasked with identifying a new
essential and potentially difficult task during the Nov. 1, 2021 work session. After trying and
failing to reach consensus on many topics similar to those being considered by other work
session attendees, the cross-functional team identified an underlying lack of trust across all
parties as the barrier to reaching consensus. The cross-functional team recommended a small
team of HQ staff and Board members undertake to meet directly and in person with leaders in
each chapter at a chapter location to share and develop mutual understanding of Chapter and
HQ goals, perspectives, concerns, and needs. The initial objective of the campaign for all parties
must be to listen using active listening techniques to enhance understanding of the multiple
perspectives in the dialogue. The long-term objective of the strategy is the resolution/removal of
impediments to mutually beneficial working relationships and communications.
Subsequent responses received via email and from participants in the Dec. 7, 2021 Town Hall
endorsed the strategy as a need and recommended expanding the approach to include technical
divisions.
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To the extent feasible, the Listening Campaign should be undertaken in person and by more
than one listener at a time. From the standpoint of reducing additional trips (climate change)
and optimizing use of financial resources, it would be advantageous to co-locate listening events
at regional conferences – or even an HQ conference – where multiple chapters, technical
division leaders, Board members and HQ staff will be gathered. Listeners are likely to vary but
should include at least one HQ participant partnered with a member of the Board. Each region
has a Director serving on the Board so travel demands may be somewhat offset by the focus on
regional events. Written summaries are essential.
The Listening Campaign will help to identify needs that are chapter- or technical divisionspecific and those that cross over many/most chapters and/or technical divisions. Some of the
current needs may already be known and addressed by other goals, objectives and strategies
identified in this plan. Work on those should not be delayed by this strategy. Other overarching
needs identified as a result of the Listening Campaign can be assigned a priority in relation to
the goals of this and/or a future plan.

Strategy 4.2: Revisit the purposes and methods of providing SWANA training to address
HQ and chapter needs and financial objectives.
SWANA’s articles of incorporation identify member education and training as the purpose for
which it was formed. In the 60 years since, SWANA and some chapters have created systems to
offer formal training opportunities to individuals as a means of providing a member service and
generating revenue for the offering entity. SWANA licenses HQ-owned courses to chapters and
other groups on a fee per individual user. When offering a training class directly, SWANA and
the chapters are free to set their own registration prices at a level that covers costs and provides
needed additional return. Chapters can also develop their own training or contract with other
companies to provide training. Attendees – members and non-members – are free to choose
from among all training events and courses that fit their interests, schedule, and budget.
Over time and especially through the pandemic (when SWANA invested in making courses
suitable for virtual classrooms), concern and a sense of competition for student attention and
dollars have grown. Finding mutually acceptable means to resolve these concerns is an
identified need. FY2021-22 President Brenda Haney assigned the effort to a Planning &
Membership Committee workgroup as a first step in implementing the strategy.

Strategy 4.3: Develop a recurring communication & training program to increase
Chapter Leader awareness of SWANA support services and local delivery capabilities
This communication and training program will keep Chapter leaders up to date with an
understanding of programs available to support Chapter efforts in membership recruitment,
retention, and other service delivery. It should be expandable to pull in other Chapter staff and
volunteers and address a shared HQ and Chapter goal of increased member service and
satisfaction leading to improved connection with both levels of SWANA and overall retention.
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One part of the communication and training program will take the form of a Chapter Officers
Boot Camp or series of virtual orientation sessions patterned after those developed for the
SWANA Board of Directors.
Another part may be an emphasis on encouraging chapters to keep their websites up-to-date.
Although SWANA HQ doesn’t manage chapter websites, it can assist with content and regular
reminders to make updates. Chapter websites are critical aspects of the overall association
infrastructure delivering important and timely information to current and prospective members.

Objective 9: Grow and retain membership
Strategy 4.4: SWANA HQ continues to focus resources on growing and retaining
SWANA membership in its current chapter areas through the application of best
practices drawn from the association industry.
Relationships are at the heart of SWANA as they are the core of the industry. Success in
membership growth will require SWANA members to draw in acquaintances and co-workers to
join, as much as it will require the application of association industry best practices.
Implementation of this strategy must encourage and link the work of both approaches across the
full range of chapters, technical divisions, and the YP Initiative.

Strategy 4.5: Strategically partner with international associations and NGOs to expand
SWANA’s Latin American presence and membership.
SWANA has been successful recently in drawing grant funding to provide training and capacity
building in Latin America. This offers membership growth potential, opportunities to influence
practices toward more environmental protection, and may open commercial opportunities for
companies that support SWANA.

Objective 10: Determine what “hybrid” will mean to SWANA events, meetings, and
services
Strategy 4.6: Offer hybrid events according to an expanded understanding of
opportunities and audiences to be served
We are still at the vanguard of what the new best practices will be. To get ahead, SWANA must
be creative about how it gathers and engages members. Every meeting and program should have
a purpose, a reason (“Why this meeting?”) and be built with the “Who” in mind. Only then can
the question of “in person, remote or hybrid (a combination of in person and remote)?” be
answered.
Hybrid can also reflect a collaborative approach to how events, meetings, and services are
offered. It’s rare for HQ and one or more chapters to collaborate on an event or gathering; some,
but not all, chapters collaborate with each other and/or other organizations to hold regional
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events. Content is selected and arranged by the hosting entity. Hybrid approaches could mean a
rethinking of those relationships to change hosting and focus of events to regions or to the
provision of a roadshow. Hybrid could mean a Chapter conference populated by HQ-provided
content. Similarly, consultants, equipment manufacturers and other companies regularly asked
to sponsor and exhibit at in-person events have an interest in how SWANA approaches the
delivery of hybrid events. A more expansive understanding of hybrid may offer different
methods to serve members and address the financial needs of chapters, event participants of all
kinds, and SWANA HQ.
Currently, only 20% of SWANA members are reported to attend HQ events. A far larger
percentage cumulatively attend their recurring chapter events. The Hybrid strategy creates an
opportunity to drastically increase the number of SWANA members who are served by SWANAinclusive events. This service occurs regardless of whether they are in-person or remote events
so long as members connect to their peers and deepen their professional development.
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Resource Needs
Achieving major progress on the goals, objectives, and strategies identified above and
continuing the basic operations of the organization will require a concentrated focus of existing
staff time and available SWANA resources. Some aspects of SWANA 2.0 will outstrip current
staff capacity and resources so requests to address some additional needs have been
incorporated in the draft FY2023 budget. In coming fiscal years, SWANA Executive Staff will
lead the internal focus on prioritizing available resources, identifying additional capacity needs
and determining methods to continue addressing Strategic Plan implementation.
Items currently included in the proposed FY2023 work plan and budget that will affect the
ability to deliver on first-year strategic plan priorities include:
•
•

Filling open staff positions and moving forward into the year with a full staff
complement, paid at industry-competitive levels.
Moving forward during the fiscal year with the acquisition and implementation of
Association Analytics®, an analytics platform that will provide improved insight into and
use of SWANA’s existing data to answer questions about program performance and
effectiveness. Senior staff believe the additional use of data analytics, an industry best
practice, will lead to better insights into member demographics, engagement, and
retention.

These items are included in the proposed FY2023 budget with funding supported by a request
for membership dues increase, the first adjustment in four years.
Additionally, the proposed FY2023 budget includes a draw on the Board Designated Reserve
Fund to support the DEI project, which kicked off in June 2022 and continues through FY2023.
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Thank You
These people brought this strategy to life.

Events/Connections Strategic Plan Working Group
Co-chairs: Elizabeth Roe and Gena Alderson
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James Moore
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Safety Strategic Plan Working Group
Co-chairs: Brenda A. Haney, PE
SWANA staff: Jesse Maxwell
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Nathan Rich
Jimmy Sloan
Dennis Batts
Curtis Larkin
Charlie Sedlock
Mary Wittry
Pat Tapia
John Welch
Tim Flanagan
Debbie Hackman
Jim Skora
John Hawk
Elizabeth Osbourne
Kevin Roche
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Co-chairs: Sonia Samir, PhD, PE, and David Kaminski
SWANA staff: Theresa Rademacher
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Lynsey Baer
Constance Hornig
Mike Thornton
Dan Graeter
Robert Perron
Greg Gessell
Vita Quinn
Lisa Skumatz
Raymond McGowan
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Mary Shanks
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Kevin Green
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Allison Trulock
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Co-Chairs: Michael Greenberg and Tiffany Dunn
SWANA staff: Shelby Truxon
Working group members:
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Heidi Sanborn
Terry Schneider
Philip Westmoreland
Karam Singh
Sheri Praski
Michael Brinchek
Susanne Passantino
Barry Van Laarhoven

SWANA Board and Advisory Board (if not listed above)
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Derek Muaina
Steve Schilling

SWANA Staff (if not listed above)
David Biderman
Sara Bixby
Darryl Walter
MeriBeth Wojtaszek
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Wesley Glakas
Michel Binette
Sara Nichols
Catelyn Scholwinski
Art Mercer

Methodology
What process was used to build this plan?

An Eye on the Future
To set the strategic direction for this plan, the Board invited a cross-section of members to join
one of four teams and look for signals of the future that could inform SWANA’s future direction.
Each of the four Working Groups was assigned a specific question to consider as it hunted for
signals.
Events/Connections Working Group: The past year has proven that SWANA has the ability to
offer events virtually as well as in person. SWANA members want to connect through events.
SWANA as an association currently relies on event revenues to help fund its programs. How can
events of the future do both while also continuing to offer the versatility to move smoothly
between in-person and virtual structures?
Safety Working Group: What are the next steps for improving solid waste industry safety and
how can SWANA best commit resources and talent to meaningfully create safer workplaces?
Subject Matter Expertise Working Group: As SWANA’s mission continues to emphasize a
shift toward Resource Management, what role should subject matter expertise in traditional
integrated solid waste topics play over the next several years?
Young Professionals Working Group: As industry demographics (age, diversity) continue to
evolve, what will young professionals need in the next several years to grow into experienced
contributors to SWANA and the industry?
All Working Groups were provided with foresight training:
● What is strategic foresight?
● What is a signal?
● How are signals different from trends?
● How do futurists use signals in planning?
All Working Groups summarized their insights and recommendations and gave a short “TED
talk” at the Nov. 1, 2021 strategic planning workshop. The briefing book is available here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xDUrJDJ1m8qBb9zZ5x8MLkLWrIAiZfdA/view?usp=sharing.
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What is Strategic Foresight?
Strategic Foresight is a proven process used by the oil and gas industry, NATO, the world bank,
the US military, Disney, and other Fortune 500 and global NGOs to identify risk, plan for
uncertainty, mitigate disruption, unlock creativity, drive innovation, and shape the future.
SWANA’s Working Groups learned how to spot signals and make sense of them, a critical
technique in the “Sensing” phase of strategic foresight as depicted below.

This methodology, the November 1 strategic planning workshop, and the Working Groups were
developed, facilitated, and trained by futurist and economist Rebecca Ryan.
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Appendix 1
Working Group Reports

SWANA Events/Connections Working Group
Making Sense of Signals
October 12, 2021
The past year has proven that SWANA has the ability to offer events virtually as
well as in person. SWANA members want to connect through events. SWANA as
an association currently relies on event revenues to help fund its programs. How
can events of the future do both while also continuing to offer the versatility to
move smoothly between in-person and virtual structures?

Insights
1. COVID – After 18+ months of the pandemic, people are hungry for real, face-to-face connections
— and a little bit afraid of them.
a) COVID (and other viruses/illnesses) will continue to be a concern for years to come and
people will continue to be hesitant because of it.
b) These concerns may influence how events are delivered, who attends them, where they
are held, etc.
c) Workarounds, such as allowing speakers to present remotely or providing attendees with
quiet spaces, may become more commonplace.
Sources:
• Hybrid meeting to provide “Recharge Room” for onsite attendees to relax, unmask
• How will this pandemic affect the future of travelling?
• Pandemic cave syndrome and Overcoming pandemic cave syndrome
• Conferences after covid will be shorter – and smarter
• Covid return to office
• Pandemic Flux Syndrome
• ASAE adds five new drivers of change to its ForesightWorks Forecast
2. Climate Change & Sustainability – The pandemic disrupted “events as usual,” but climate change
may become an even bigger disruptor, especially with regard to travel.
a) Climate change is currently, and will continue to, impact everything in our lives, and
should be a key consideration in any future planning.
b) Corporate and municipal sustainability policies may affect how/if/when people travel.
c) Climate change and sustainability concerns may impact both selection and desirability of
potential destination(s) for training, professional development, networking, and
recreation.

d) Sustainability and climate change concerns will most likely lead to more intentional
decisions on what events and which locations are sought and approved for travel, perhaps
giving preference to regional events.
Sources:
• Expect Climate Change to drive more corporate travel decisions post-pandemic
• Climate risk scores could reshape Canadian real estate markets
• Cities use art to combat extreme urban heat
• How will Climate Change rewrite our daily lives?
• Is a four-day work week the secret to saving the planet?
3. Staffing Challenges – Hiring/retention challenges make attending events, whether in-person or
virtual, more difficult as many public and private companies are chronically short-staffed.
a) Public and private employers who are having a hard time finding and retaining workers
are thinking more about how they will allocate their resources, and it’s not just about
money.
b) Some employers and employees may have a limited ability to get away to either travel for
or virtually attend training and professional development sessions.
c) These impacts are not limited to frontline workers. Staffing issues may keep directors and
managers from traveling as well.
Sources:
• 42.6% pay increase for truck drivers in Chattanooga TN
• Why hourly workers aren’t coming back
• States that cut unemployment benefits saw limited impact on job growth
• Service delays due to staffing difficulty
4. Money & Budgets – Affordability of basic needs (housing, childcare, education, etc.) is a growing
concern and will influence events and professional development along with many other aspects
of our industry.
a) If younger workers are living in a precarious financial state, they will not be able to access
expensive events and professional development. Their personal financial concerns may
also make asking for budget and time for events seem impossible.
b) Private companies and public agencies have seen the monetary benefit of eliminating or
reducing travel during the pandemic, while often being able to accomplish the same tasks
as before. Reductions in travel budgets may become permanent.
c) Workers who opt to remain remote and avoid business travel may eventually find fewer
opportunities for advancement or professional development available to them.
Sources:
• Rising Wage Inequality
• Is owning real estate event attainable anymore?
• The State of Working America 2020

5. Technology – Ever changing and evolving, technology will continue to play a growing part in our
lives, personally and professionally.
a) Hybrid events aren’t going away, but they will become better and more seamlessly
integrated into in-person experiences, perhaps with the assistance of augmented or
virtual reality technologies.
b) Industry professionals at all levels may seek out training, professional development, and
networking using a combination of in-person, purely virtual, and hybrid avenues. This may
include traditional in-person, virtual, and hybrid events, as well as both synchronous and
asynchronous virtual experiences.
c) Options like breakout and virtual-reality rooms may replicate the in-person
watercooler/cocktail party experience, especially as technologies and users become more
nimble.
Sources:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hub & spoke meetings (a “hybrid hybrid”)
What is augmented reality?
Air Force awards $70M contract for augmented reality system on training jet
How to get smarter – start with the brain itself
Smart hybrid learning
Thriving in hybrid – the next reality
What is the future of industry trade shows, conferences, and events?
How does the rise of artificial intelligence impact leadership?
Connecting digital attendees to physical places

6. Diversity, Inclusion, Equity (DEI) and Access – DEI concerns will affect future event planning to
ensure that the needs of various constituencies are met and that event offerings of various types
of appeal to the broadest possible industry audience.
a) DEI may include representation among both presenters and attendees, as well as
identifying networking formats that encourage all attendees to fully participate and
delivering content that is of interest across a broad range of positions and skill levels.
b) DEI may also include hosting events in formats and on platforms that meet the needs of
younger employees and lower-wage workers, especially those without the employer
support to travel or the ability to cover non-funded travel expenses.
c) Access concerns may include providing accessibility for people of differing physical
abilities, adequately addressing mobility issues, and offering alternatives to those with
reading and learning challenges, among others.
Sources:
• Flying Less Campaign
• The future of the academic conference
• Adult Learning: building paths to a better future

7. People Want More – Events will have to offer something above and beyond to attract attendees
and gain support from employers and exhibitors/sponsors.
a) Attendees may not be willing to attend an event if they don’t see a higher-level direct
benefit, which likely will be more than just training and/or networking. People will be
looking for personal growth as well as professional benefit.
b) In addition, attendees may desire to combine business and leisure, seeking events that
meet their professional goals but are also in personally desirable locations.
c) Employers, whether public or private, may have different standards than in the past for
the types of events, training, and professional development which they will approve and
fund.
d) Vendors, including both exhibitors and sponsors who need to make a clear business case
for their support and participation, may request new and additional types of access to
attendees, whether in person or virtually.
Sources:
• A new "spin" on audience engagement
• The future of customer experience is about managing relationships, not chasing scores
• Tragic Optimism is the opposite of Toxic Positivity
• Remote working for 30-days per year
• The key to stronger local democracy – equitable engagement
• Where you meet matters more than ever before
• Meaningful connection and the new hierarchy of attendee needs

Recommendations
The Events/Connections Working Group became a laboratory for the kind of experiences and connections
that SWANA can offer members outside of what we traditionally have considered to be “events,” even as
we focused on what events have been in the past and what they may be in the future. A common theme
was that members missed the connections and longed for some of the moments of magic that we have
experienced together. And what we found in our Zoom boxes were new connections and reconnections,
a lot of great discussion, a bit of laughter, and even a few tears — and some magic in our experience
together.
Our recommendations take into account that engaging more members and helping them connect in
meaningful ways with their peers should be our purpose in all the events that we offer, whether they are
in-person, virtual, or some combination of those and whether they are local, regional, or transnational.
We are a member-based organization devoted to the professional development of each member. With
that in mind, we offer the following recommendations:
•

Evolving Events
o Move away from the idea that “events” are exclusively something held in person at a
single location by focusing on purpose and experiences.

Begin preparing now to deliver events in a hybrid format (in-person + virtual) or virtual
only. Not only will this prepare SWANA for whatever the future may bring, but it will also
make our offerings available to the broadest possible number of members, especially
those whose roles and financial or personal situations may not allow for travel to inperson-only gatherings.
o Work with chapters/regions more closely on all offerings and assist in promoting them to
the entire membership. In addition to forging stronger regional ties and building
organizational cohesion, this also creates the ability to transition quickly to a cluster or
hub-and-spoke style gathering for in-person gatherings if there are large-scale,
permanent changes in travel.
Vendor Engagement
o Rethink the traditional trade show for this new hybrid/virtual world, working with
vendors to redesign the experience for new formats and platforms to reach even more
members and participants.
o Encourage vendors to embrace new methods and technologies to present their products
and services. For instance, virtual and augmented reality can allow participants to “sit in
the truck” or “tour a facility” from anywhere.
o Experiment with large and small vendors to create engagement with participants
regardless of platforms (in-person, hybrid, virtual, etc.).
Member Connections
o Utilize breakout rooms, virtual tables, and emerging technology systems to create
intimacy in hybrid/virtual gatherings.
o Seek out members willing to serve as “engagers” who welcome participants and ensure
that each is invited to contribute in a substantive and meaningful manner. This is
applicable regardless of platforms (in-person, hybrid, virtual, etc.).
o Focus on building relationships among members by creating smaller working, interest, or
affinity groups that meet virtually on a regular basis.
o Identify underserved portions of the membership, such as those who have never
attended an in-person event, especially a transnational event, and find avenues to
connect them with other members and experiences of various types.
Compelling Experiences
o Curate gatherings appropriate to the platforms on which they are available. For instance,
a hybrid event may require creation of different but parallel experiences for virtual and
in-person attendees.
o Offer content that is compelling, whether a keynote or a workshop, so participants stop
multi-tasking to truly attend to what they are seeing and hearing.
o Spark moments of magic, whether through the stories we share, the projects and people
we celebrate with awards and recognition, or the insights we gain about our work and
ourselves in learning sessions and conversations.
o

•

•

•

Meaningful, shared experiences create comradery, help participants gain confidence and build credibility,
and foster a desire to support the organization, its purposes, and other members. People attend events
but remember relationships and experiences.

Subject Matter Expertise Strategic Group
Insights & Recommendations
SWANA’s Question: As SWANA’s mission continues to emphasize a shift toward
Resource Management, what role should subject matter expertise in traditional
integrated solid waste topics play over the next several years?
Co-Chairs: Sonia Samir, PhD, PE (ssamir@parkhill.com), David Kaminski (DKaminski@qedenv.com)
SWANA staff: Theresa Rademacher
Working group members: Abby Goldsmith, Amy Banister, Constance Hornig, Dan Graeter, Greg Gessell,
Lisa Skumatz, Nicole Burkhart, Lynsey Baer, Mike Thornton, Robert Perron, Vita Quinn, Raymond
McGowan, Ramona Simpson, Keith Connor, Andy Quigley, Risa Weinberger, Allison Trulock

Insights
Subject matter expertise working group presents the following categories to summarize the
insights where future expertise will be required for the solid waste management professionals.
1. Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
a. Packaging materials change
b. Tracker chips in packaging
c. Recycling market change
d. Metrics tied to diversion measurement
Specific Insight:
With the increasing amount of waste being generated and recent recycling market change,
many states have been considering policy options for placing the post-consumer phase
responsibility of certain materials/ resources on producers instead of consumers. This potential
policy shift would impact the manufacturing and packaging industries by reducing material
usage, reducing toxics, and recovering more from material harvesting. Potential use of tracker
chips in product packaging may add new dimensions on reducing contamination in the waste
stream and provide opportunity for reusing resources sustainably throughout their life cycle.
Source Citations:
'Wearable' patch monitors plants for disease and stress - Futurity
https://greatforest.com/sustainability101/the-glass-recycling-problem/
https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/immersive-story/2018/09/20/what-a-waste-an-updated-lookinto-the-future-of-solid-waste-management
https://www.nrcm.org/programs/sustainability/extended-producer-responsibility-packaging/#:~:te
xt=On%20July%2012%2C%202021%2C%20Maine,packaging%2C%20much%20of%20it%20pl
astic.

https://www.wastedive.com/news/oregon-epr-packaging-truth-in-labeling-living-wage/602640/#:~
:text=Kate%20Brown%20signed%20SB%20582,(EPR)%20law%20for%20packaging.&text=The
%20PRO%20will%20need%20to,plan%20by%20July%201%2C%202025.
2. Emerging Technology
a. Automation, Artificial Intelligence
b. Methane monitoring via satellites
c. Private /public/ NASA on future waste management
d. Change in job descriptions
Specific Insight:
New emerging technologies (like automation, artificial intelligence, tracker chips in packaging,
use of satellites in methane monitoring etc.) are anticipated to change the future material and
waste management. Artificial intelligence has the capability to aid companies create a circular
economy by eliminating inefficiencies in sorting and waste facilities. Artificial intelligence can
spot items on a conveyor belt faster and with better accuracy than a human by providing
composition information and analytics to help facilities increase recycling rates. Satellite
technology for monitoring emission sources is rapidly advancing which may impact future
regulations on greenhouse gas emissions. These emerging technologies will impact the future
skill set requirement for the solid waste professionals in both public and private sectors.
Source Citations:
https://venturebeat.com/2017/05/17/volvos-testing-an-autonomous-garbage-collection-truck/
https://www.triplem.com.au/story/self-driving-wheelie-bins-exist-so-no-more-fangin-it-outside-wit
h-the-recycling-when-you-hear-the-bin-truck-148899
https://qz.com/1909600/the-future-of-garbage-collection-is-pneumatic-tubes/
https://www.wrcbtv.com/story/44391315/studies-show-city-of-chattanooga-struggling-to-pay-and
-retain-employees
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cathyhackl/2020/07/18/how-4-companies-are-using-ai-to-solve-wa
ste-issues-on-earth--in-space/?sh=242147b135fa
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Houston-resorts-to-3-000
-signing-bonuses-to-hire-16275110.php
https://carbonmapper.org/
Methane Source Finder (nasa.gov)
https://technology-ksc.ndc.nasa.gov/featurestory/swampworks
https://www.asaecenter.org/resources/asae-foresightworks
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/cities-use-art-to-combat-extreme-urban-heat/605405/?ut
m_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202021-08-25%20Smart%20
Cities%20Dive%20Newsletter%20%5Bissue:36310%5D&utm_term=Smart%20Cities%20Dive
3. Waste Economics
a. Recycling Infrastructure Plan/ Bill

b. Venture capital funding
c. Public – private partnership
Specific Insight:
The American Recycling Infrastructure Plan introduced by the new administration, private
investments into organic processing and recycling, and public private partnerships will influence
the economics within the waste management industry. Startups with more environmentally
conscious practices will have a new edge in the old waste management market and change the
industry dynamics.
Source Citations:
https://resource-recycling.com/recycling/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2021/07/Recycling-Infrastru
cture-Plan-Final.pdf
https://news.crunchbase.com/news/startup-go-dumpster-diving-with-vc-funds/
https://www.wastedive.com/news/report-venture-capital-funding-for-recycling-tech-increased-18
6-since-201/425878/
https://www.biocycle.net/financing-composting-infrastructure-development/
https://www.supplychainbrain.com/blogs/1-think-tank/post/33661-venture-capital-takes-aim-at-st
artups-promoting-the-circular-economy
https://www.forbes.com/sites/andriacheng/2019/12/12/ugly-produce-no-more-food-waste-startup
s-are-hotter-than-ever/?sh=7f0d5a9c2ab2
https://blogs.worldbank.org/ppps/trash-treasure-public-private-partnerships-can-help-waste-man
agement
4. Climate Change
a. Energy production
b. Reduction in use of energy
c. Changing fleet energy needs and fueling
d. Carbon trading and pricing
Specific Insight:
Climate change will be the driving force behind new environmental legislations to reduce energy
consumption, achieve compliant recycling, and facilitate carbon trading. Change in current
practices for the solid waste industry is unavoidable in near future. The carbon credit and
trading scheme presents significant challenges and opportunities to municipal solid waste
practitioners. Technological advances in waste management, may allow the municipal solid
waste sector to act as a carbon sink, hence earning tradable carbon credits while addressing
emissions.
Source Citations:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikescott/2020/12/14/green-hydrogen-the-fuel-of-the-future-set-for
-50-fold-expansion/?sh=5b2f503d6df3

https://www.tri-cityherald.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/article251828948.html
https://www.ehslawinsights.com/2021/07/esg-watch-carbon-tax-vs-clean-energy-standard/
https://www.quantamagazine.org/first-time-crystal-built-using-googles-quantum-computer-20210
730/
https://www.smartcitiesdive.com/news/cities-use-art-to-combat-extreme-urban-heat/605405/?ut
m_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Issue:%202021-08-25%20Smart%20
Cities%20Dive%20Newsletter%20%5Bissue:36310%5D&utm_term=Smart%20Cities%20Dive
https://www.tri-cityherald.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/article251828948.html
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2021.631986/full
https://issues.org/climate-change-waste-management-problem/
https://deq.nc.gov/conservation/recycling/recycling-climate-change
https://gbci.org/zero-waste-forgotten-climate-change-mitigation-tactic
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/e-waste-systems-launches-carbon-credit-initiativewith-village-green-global-197283571.html

Recommendations:
The following recommendations are presented for SWANA strategic planning group from the
insights discussed above.
1. Re-structure existing SWANA certification program
a. Zero Waste Principal and Practice
b. Transfer Station Management
c. Managing Recycling System
d. Managing Integrated Solid Waste Management
e. Managing Composting Program
Current SWANA certification programs need to be re-structured to address reducing consumer
waste and EPR for the Zero Waste certification program. The solid waste management
certification programs (transfer station management, recycling, integrated waste management
and composting management) needs to be updated based on the future waste dynamics
including reduced packaging, robust composting programs, small and large-scale anaerobic
digesters, material reuse, and circular economy.
SWANA should embrace the importance of organics as a highly recoverable resource.
Currently, SWANA's initiative to recognize the importance of reducing the large organic fraction
of the waste stream, and recovering is to offer one composting course based on outdated
course materials. SWANA needs to acknowledge the importance of this sector, as evidenced by
the surge in public and private economic activity there, by re-establishing an organics Technical
Division, offering a dedicated organics tract at conferences, updating the certification course,
promoting professional recognizing of accomplishments in the reduction/recovery of organics,
joining the US Composting Infrastructure Coalition, and partnering with the US Compost Council
for training and research.

2. New SWANA certification programs and education/ research initiative on technology
a. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
b. Automation
SWANA needs to create new training and certification programs focused on new emerging
technologies e.g., AI, automation etc. SWANA should also continue taking the advantage of
virtual platforms to make these trainings available to more solid waste professionals who do not
have access to travel funds to attend in-person SWANA training and certifications.
3. New SWANA certification programs recycling mechanics/ recycled materials
Anyone working in solid waste today needs a sound understanding of the mechanics of
recycling, as well as the economic trends of recycled materials. SWANA needs to update their
recycling course.
Consider the social trend of packaging of consumer goods, such as baby food. Easily recycled
glass jars have steadily been replaced by shatter-resistant, complexly engineered squeeze
tubes, an increased challenge troubling recycling effort. Industry professionals may need to
work more closely with manufacturers to devise easy disassembly for recycling. SWANA needs
to work closely with manufacturers and MRFs to create and implement strategies for material
feedstock recovery and reuse.
4. Enhancing professional development
a. Young professionals
b. Creating new workforce
While the whole industry suffers from workforce challenges, SWANA has the opportunity to build
the industry’s new workforce by providing hands-on training, short courses on solid waste
operations e.g., landfill operation, recycling operations, transfer station operations, sorting
operations, energy recovery, AI, automation etc. SWANA should also create and promote
training the young professionals for retaining the younger professionals in this industry. SWANA
should initiate a program to attract young people to be drivers within the industry, and provide
training for new and existing drivers. Training should result in employment-related credentials
and emphasize safety.
5. Strengthen education of public outreach program/ marketing
Training strategies to build the social marketing and social science skills, and engineering
expertise, needed to support the future materials management.

Safety Strategic Group
Insights & Recommendations
SWANA’s Question: What are the next steps for improving solid waste industry

safety and how can SWANA best commit resources and talent to
meaningfully create safer workplaces?
Co-Chairs: Brenda A. Haney, PE (brendahaney@mylubbock.us), Bentley Higgs
(bhiggs@sperlinghansen.com)
SWANA staff: Jesse Maxwell
Working group members: Nathan Rich, Dennis Batts, Charlie Sedlock, Pat Tapia, Tim Flanagan, Jim Skora,
Elizabeth Osbourne, Jimmy Sloan, Curtis Larkin, Mary Witry, John Welch, Debbie Hackman, John Hawk,
Kevin Roche, Paul Sgriccia, Earl Gloster, Kevin Green, Matt Faulkner

Insights
Safety working group presents the following categories to summarize the insights where future
expertise will be required for the solid waste management professionals.
1. Climate Impact
a. Natural disasters are worse
b. Carbon capture projects
c. Heat exposure standard
Specific Insight:
Climate impacts can adversely affect our industry because of the impacts on
infrastructure and our ability/need to respond to damage. The changing climate
exasperates the impact of heat – and the lack of any safety standard – on our workforce.
Additionally, there is an opportunity to expand programs as they relate to CO2 capture,
etc.

Source Citations:
https://www.theverge.com/22607996/flood-risk-satellite-data-nature-study
https://www.theverge.com/2021/8/3/22606395/pipeline-battle-co2-removal-carbon-capturebipartisan-infrastructure
Heat Exposure In US Has Led To Hundreds Of Worker Deaths Since 2010
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/09/04/weather-power-lines-climatechange/https://wapo.st/2WKxvxu
2.

Technology Impact
a. Electric cars mean batteries
b. Autonomous vehicles
c. Artificial Intelligence

d. Danger of in cab technology
Specific Insight:
Technology has a multipronged impact on our industry. First, there is a significant
increase in cab technology and autonomous vehicles/equipment. The increase of
technology can improve operations but must be monitored to ensure that it is not
creating distractions or other negative impacts. Autonomous equipment could aid
operations at landfills. Electric cars/batteries could have a negative impact depending on
the management of them after their useful life. Some safety technology could be utilized
to monitor and protect our workers.

Source Citations:
https://www.futurity.org/metal-free-battery-sustainability-lithium-ion-2565002/
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/05/millions-electric-cars-are-coming-what-happens-alldead-batteries
https://interestingengineering.com/john-deeres-acquisition-of-bear-flag-robotics-is-a-boon-forautonomous-farming
https://www.route-fifty.com/tech-data/2021/08/4-questions-government-officials-should-asktheir-technology-vendors/184437/
https://www.retailnews.asia/nokia-trials-ai-technology-in-melbourne-to-keep-streets-clean-andsafe/
https://weeklysafety.com/blog/rf-radiation-exposure-hazards
https://www.autonews.com/regulation-safety/senators-urge-ftc-probe-tesla-over-self-drivingclaims
Safety Leadership: Using artificial intelligence to identify serious injury and fatality potential |
2021-07-25 | Safety+Health Magazine (safetyandhealthmagazine.com)
https://www.wolterskluwer.com/en/expert-insights/what-are-the-future-workplace-safety-andhealth-risks
https://13wham.com/news/local/police-garbage-truck-driver-was-watching-video-on-phone-attime-of-fatal-crash
https://theconversation.com/automated-vehicles-may-encourage-a-new-breed-of-distracteddrivers-101178
https://www.pods.com/business/blog/wearable-technology-can-improve-construction-site-safety/
3.

Alternative Fuel Impact
a. Expands industry

Specific Insight:
Alternative fuels can be generated from much of the waste produced which can
positively impact our industry. However, we should be mindful that by using alternative

fuels, we are still a society dependent on vehicles and that most definitely impacts our
operations and the safety of our drivers.

Source Citations:
https://www.caranddriver.com/features/a36341305/hydrogen-might-still-make-sense/
https://theconversation.com/cramming-cities-full-of-electric-vehicles-means-were-stilldepending-on-cars-and-thats-a-huge-problem-163247
:https://www.wastedive.com/news/raven-republic-services-hydrogen-california-organicshyzon/605802/
4.

Workforce Engagement Impact
a. New ways to train and operate vehicles
b. Compensating for technology
c. Distractions

Specific Insight:
It ALL comes down to the employee! How do we leverage technology to improve their
jobs/training/etc yet ensure they feel engaged and valued. Pay disparity and the
addition of requirements for the workforce to utilize additional technology may impact the
workers.

Source Citations:
https://www.cgi.org.uk/blog/esg-trends-2021w
https://www.wired.com/story/these-algorithms-look-x-rays-detect-your-race/
https://www.science.org/content/article/little-kids-burn-so-much-energy-they-re-differentspecies-study-find
Heat Exposure In US Has Led To Hundreds Of Worker Deaths Since 2010
A four-day workweek? Union-backed bill introduced in House
Foundamental – The Future of Blue-Collar Work
Future of trucking depends on under-21 drivers
https://www.ccjdigital.com/technology/article/15066340/technology-can-address-concerns-withdrivesafe-act
Studies show the City of Chattanooga struggling to pay and retain employees
FMCSA creates new rule, extends waivers in effort to get and keep more drivers on the road trucker.com
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2021-09-02/stop-use-of-ivermectin-forcovid-19-ama-pharmacist-groups
https://newrepublic.com/article/163461/metaverse-horizon-workrooms-facebook-soulless-virtualreality

https://www.fleetowner.com/operations/drivers/article/21136472/are-truck-drivers-choosingmarijuana-over-their-jobs
https://www.wolterskluwer.com/en/expert-insights/what-are-the-future-workplace-safety-andhealth-risks
https://13wham.com/news/local/police-garbage-truck-driver-was-watching-video-on-phone-attime-of-fatal-crash
https://theconversation.com/automated-vehicles-may-encourage-a-new-breed-of-distracteddrivers-101178
https://www.safetyandhealthmagazine.com/articles/21548-brake-safety-day-unannouncedinspections-result-in-1-out-of-8-cmvs-placed-out-of-service

Recommendations:
The following recommendations are presented for SWANA strategic planning group from the
insights discussed above.

1. Explore
A. Opportunities to work with governmental agencies such as OSHA to establish.
appropriate heat standards for the solid waste industry.
B. Expansion of autonomous equipment, robotics, sensors to landfills, transfer
stations, MRFs, etc.
a. How does SWANA do that? ARF, Core Advocacy Group, develop
technical guidance; work with manufacturers directly; ANSI groups on
mobile equipment, etc.
C. How we can use in-cab technology on a real-time basis to modify behavior.
D. Risks inherent to alternative fuels and how to prevent/mitigate effects.
E. Alternative fuel safety information, building recommendations, etc. to existing
SWANA training courses.
F. Ways to better communicate and engage with employees.
G. How the waste industry can be part of public safety efforts, assist other municipal
departments, through new technologies in order to provide workers opportunity to
feel engaged.
2.

Advocate
A. For appropriate producer stewardship to eliminate risk and exposure for our solid
waste workers (lithium ion batteries, chemicals, etc.).
B. Fire and building officials on specific issues for solid waste industry
C. for appropriate producer stewardship to eliminate risk and exposure for our solid
waste worker
D. For alternative fuels in order to reduce worker exposure to diesel.
a. Connects to DEI for local communities, workers

E. For in the field engagement by leadership .
3.

Engage
A. With manufacturers/vendors to let them know more about our industry, needs to
improve safety.
B. With municipal operations to improve safety, participate in SWANA training and
reduce workers compensation claims.

4.

Establish/Develop
A. Safety protocols and operational standards to address extreme weather
events/natural disasters and aftermath
B. Training course on how to establish safety programs related to climate related
effects (heat, floods, wind and storm events, tornados) “”.
C. Workplace safety section for each SWANA training course for managers, how
they should discuss safety with workers.
a. Develop SWANA safety certification course.
D. Solid waste worker safety engagement outreach program--similar to the Hauler
Safety Outreach Program--but encouraging feedback from front-line workers.
E. Leadership training to actively participate in workforce engagement as it applies
to workplace safety
F. Partnerships with other groups that already have experience and training on this
topic.
G. Partnerships with other industries that we can partner with to learn best practices
for safety communication and practices

5.

Expand/Include/Leverage
A. Safety management in disaster debris plans.
B. Promising technology into our industry to protect our workers (personal vehicle,
wearable tech).
C. Technology related safety measures and equipment in certification courses.
D. AI and other technologies to address worker safety failures

Should pandemic response be a 5th insight category?
A. Codify responses to COVID-19 for future events (even in non-pandemic
situations)

YP Strategic Group Insights & Recommendations
Team Leads: Michael Greenberg (mgreenberg@gtenvironmental.com), Tiffany Dunn
(tiffany@recyclesaline.org), Shelby Truxon - staff (struxon@swana.org)

As industry demographics (age, diversity) continue to evolve, what will young
professionals need in the next several years to grow into experienced contributors to
SWANA and the industry?

1. Technology
a. Data/protecting data/cyber crimes
b. Networking with QR codes
c. Long duration storage (“LDS”)
d. Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) and change from hands-on sorting to
automation/robotics/drones
e. Effects of technology on the workforce/skills required
f. New technology/the unknown and how to prepare for that
Insight: Young professionals will be faced with ever changing technology. Artificial intelligence
seems to be growing more prominently with equipment, robotics, and drones. This will impact
the industry for young professionals who will need more training. A great learning and training
experience for new technology is the exhibit floor for SWANA conferences. Drivers for these
changes are cost and efficiency.
2. Communications
a. Social media platforms (i.e. TikTok, SnapChat, LinkedIn etc.) new and current
b. Evolution of networking and relationship-building/friendships
c. Maintaining engagement and connection in a virtual setting
d. Language changes (i.e. emojis)
Insight: Young professionals have learned through the pandemic how to transition from
in-person to virtual and use the different platforms to communicate. Written communications
have changed with clients from words to emojis. Networking and relationship-building is
evolving as a result. SWANA will need to adjust how to target young professionals and ensure
there are programs dedicated to meet their needs for networking, learning, and ensuring
programming is relevant.
3. Workforce Changes
a. Work/life balance
b. Flexibility
c. Dress code and personal appearance (i.e. tattoos, hairstyles, piercings)
d. Reverse ageism (i.e. older workers chosen over younger workers)
e. Compensation and benefits
Insight: Young professionals are looking for flexibility with the work/life balance. Changes in
dress-code requirements and remote work are growing as a result of the pandemic. SWANA will
need to address young professional work/life balance and flexibility concerns at both the
membership and professional staff level and determine where the lines get drawn. Lessons will

be learned from our industry and municipal partners on how to recruit and keep young workers
engaged and satisfied.
4. Career Advancement
a. Leadership opportunities/training/personality traits
b. Awards & Recognition (i.e. YP leadership award)
c. Glass-ceilings/equal opportunity
d. Mentorship
Insight: Young professionals are looking for more training opportunities to be a part of more
leadership roles. SWANA should look to recognize young professionals in different ways,
consider growing their mentorship program, and also continue involving young professionals in
organizational leadership. These changes will allow young professionals to advance in their
careers and step in the roles of the older workforce to tackle industry advancements.
5. SWANA
a. Getting YP buy-in to SWANA programming/Ownership
b. Continue bringing YPs and experienced professionals together (i.e. minute
mentoring)
c. Modeling other associations programming (i.e. YPE, ASAE)
d. Asking and listening to what YPs want from SWANA
e. Encouraging and providing leadership opportunities at the chapter level (i.e.
sharing best practices)
f. Becoming an environmental organization/branding
g. YP recruitment at career fairs and WASTECON/conferences
Insight: Young professionals are provided multiple opportunities for leadership in SWANA, but
need to be heard by SWANA on what they want with branding, networking, programming, and
leadership opportunities. SWANA needs the infusion of young professional ideas to ensure the
future of the organization is meeting the needs of the younger generation. SWANA must
continue to develop programming and training that will move young professionals into
leadership roles and equip them to work in the ever-changing industry. Without these
opportunities, SWANA will fail to grow.
6. Succession Planning
a. Identifying changes
b. Bridging the gap between the generations
c. Make it easier for YPs to get involved (i.e. scholarships/sponsorships to attend
SWANA events)
d. Mentorship
Insight: Young professionals are the key to bridging the gap between the generations and are
already showing interest in SWANA leadership positions. By implementing succession planning,
SWANA will be prepared to address upcoming changes in technology, the workforce,
workplace, and the waste industry. Succession planning will help break the barriers established
by the older generation and allow for fresh ideas to address the “that’s the way we always did it”
mentality.
7. Diversity in the Workplace
a. Identifying changes
b. Bridging the gap between the generations
c. Solicit methods of increasing diversity

d. Effects of immigration
e. Facilitate opportunities for YP diversity and inclusion
Insight: Young professionals are generally aware of the lack of diversity in the workplace. The
protests and racial incidents during the pandemic have made it harder to ignore. SWANA has
taken the step to create a diversity committee to ensure this issue is discussed and evaluated
by the leadership. Young professionals will need to take an important role to ensure SWANA
continues its efforts to diversify the leadership in the industry. The long term impact will be
equity and inclusion at all levels of SWANA (international and chapter).
8. Changes in the Waste Industry
a. Zero Waste
b. Crypto-currency
c. EPR
d. Artificial intelligence/technology
e. Circular economy
f. Waste as a resource
g. Becoming an environmental organization/branding
Insight: Young professionals will be impacted by all the changes coming in the waste industry.
Changes include zero-waste, EPR, A.I., circular economy, etc. SWANA needs to take the lead in
making sure young professionals have the information, training, and expertise. The drivers of
these changes are legislation, planning, and environmental ethics. SWANA’s executive team
and membership will be the leaders for this change, in particular, accomplishing the mission of
“Waste to Resources”. These changes will impact SWANA by attracting more young
professionals who are focused on the environment and waste issues in particular.
9. Climate Change
a. Impact on solid waste facilities
b. Change in energy and power needs (i.e. battery cars, fuel types/hydrogen)
c. Increasing storms/debris management
d. Population shifts that lead to service changes
e. Becoming an environmental organization/branding
Insight: Young professionals will be required to tackle the impacts of climate change and how it
affects their organizations. Climate change is changing the way we handle debris management,
energy, power needs, and solid waste service changes. The near term and longer term impacts
of climate changes include management of solid waste facilities adjustments and the flexibility
to handle those changes. Planning for the climate changes should be a part of SWANA training,
ARF research, and best practices.
Final Recommendations
Mission: Consistently educate and communicate to YPs about career possibilities in the SW
industry, while increasing YP membership by 100% in the next five years.
Mission Strategy 1: Encourage SWANA members to support SWANA membership for
their YP employees and equip employers to recruit and retain YPs.

Mission Strategy 2: Recruitment at outside SWANA conferences, associations and
university events.
Mission Strategy 3: Provide resources to assist YPs with career development and
advancement.
Mission Strategy 4: Equip YPs to mentor student members and provide
programming/resources for career starters to close the age gap in YP membership.
Specific Recommendations
1. Incorporate opportunities for young professionals to learn about new technology/climate
change through training, webinars, exhibit floor demonstrations, technical divisions, ARF
research, and conference programming.
Strategy 1A: Create a venue for vendors with new technologies from truck enhancements, to
MRF equipment design, landfill management improvements through equipment, transfer,
collection operations, recycling materials, and carts to clean energy for the waste industry, to
meet with young professionals virtually or at WASTECON or SOAR in a special forum just for
young professionals. The venue should excite young professionals with presentations on the
new technologies and should also provide vendors with a contact into those organizations with
opportunities to meet potential buyers down the road. The vendors should be encouraged to
have young professionals in their employ help plan this event.
Strategy 1B: Develop in person or virtual opportunities for young professionals to see one or
more new technologies in action. Work with one or more vendors/companies using the new
technology to provide live demonstrations either at a SWANA conference location or as a virtual
event or even at a special technical study tour/classroom (see Mission Strategy 3). The YP’s
working with SWANA staff should help plan these events.
Strategy 1C Provide a team of young professionals with a new technology, waste industry issue
or climate change topic for an Applied Research Foundation paper. Recommendations of topics
and authors will come out of the SWANA technical divisions. The paper, if published by ARF, will
provide up to three young professional authors registration to either WASTECON or SOAR for a
presentation as a panel or workshop on the exhibit hall floor or leaders of a SWANA webinar.

2. Target and involve young professionals to ensure there are programs dedicated to meet
their needs for networking, learning, and ensuring programming is relevant.
Strategy 2A: Continue to create a YP written strategic plan with goals, targets and objectives
for networking, learning and programming. Have the YP BOD representative present the plan to
the Board of Directors.

Strategy 2B: Involve YPs in creating and administering programming to teach students about
career opportunities in the industry at the chapter and national level (i.e. Student Career Day
events, mock interviews, resume reviews, and conference materials for career starters).
Strategy 2C: Provide career focused resources for YPs such as technical study tour groups and
job fairs.
3. Address young professional’s work/life balance and flexibility concerns at both the
membership and professional staff level.
Strategy 3A: Conduct a survey of SWANA YP members in FY 2023 and FY 2026 to identify
work life balance/flexibility concerns, gain feedback on SWANA services addressing those
concerns, and identify needed SWANA efforts for the coming period.
Strategy 3B: SWANA will coordinate one webinar annually from a nationally recognized
speaker on work life balance issues in the workplace for both YPs and their employers. The
speaker will talk about national trends, the waste industry specifically, and recommendations for
work life balance adjustments.
Strategy 3C: Survey member employers to provide needed resources and information on
recruiting and retaining YPs in the workforce.

4. Recognize young professionals in different ways, consider growing the mentorship
program, and continue involving young professionals in organizational leadership.
Strategy 4A: Strongly encourage YP members eligible to volunteer for Advisory Board
leadership positions.
Strategy 4B: SWANA shall host a YP leadership workshop virtual or in-person meeting with all
YP’s every two years. The focus of the meeting is how to chair a meeting. “Why the chair must
focus on the operation of the meeting not their personal positions on the subject matter”. How
YP’s can get involved in leadership opportunities at SWANA. (SWANA BOD, SWANA Executive
Team, Standing Committee Leadership,Technical Division Leadership invited)
Strategy 4C: Implement a goal to encourage and attract all YP members to go through the
mentorship program. Those that go through receive SWANA benefits to be determined. It
could include discounts to the training program of their choice and/or certification credits.
Strategy 4D: Encourage all BOD and Advisory Board members over 35 to participate as
mentors to the YP’s.
Strategy 4E: Establish the YP of the Year award for the YP who demonstrates their leadership
and career success in sustainability, circular economy, extended producer responsibility, and
zero waste.

5. Implement leadership training and succession planning to prepare young professionals
to address upcoming changes in technology, the workforce, workplace, and the waste
industry.
Strategy 5A: Each technical division will appoint one to three YP’s to recruit membership to
their division and assist with leadership duties. The YP will assist the division chair to plan

activities that will entice YP’s to attend and ultimately be ready to assume leadership duties as
positions become open.
Strategy 5B The YP BOD position will attend virtually or in person the YP planning group
meetings. A specific goal of the YP BOD position will be to groom other YP’s that will be
qualified to assume BOD duties upon the aging out of the BOD position or their term ends.
Specifically one year before their term or age qualifications expire the YP BOD representative
will inform the President of the BOD and CEO of potential candidates. The President, CEO and
leadership of the YP group will meet with potential candidates and discuss succession options
with the YP selection committee.
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Appendix 2
ISWA Declaration on Climate Change and the Waste and Resource
Management Sector

ISWA Declaration on Climate Change and the Waste and
Resource Management Sector
Athens, 3 October 2021
Climate change is one of the greatest threats facing humanity and the
recently released Sixth Assessment Report by the United Nations'
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) confirms that climate
change is already impacting people and ecosystems. If we do not urgently
apply both mitigating and adapting measures the consequences will be
unprecedented. Improving waste management practices and transitioning to
a sustainable waste and resource management and a circular economy are
an important part of the solutions to mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions throughout the world.
The International Solid Waste Association (ISWA) is the only international
association and the largest global network promoting sustainable and
professional waste management and a transition to a circular economy
worldwide. When consistent waste and resource management solutions,
including recycling, composting, waste to energy and sound disposal are fully
applied, the waste and resource sector can contribute significantly towards
reducing GHG emissions.
ISWA estimates that phasing out open burning, capturing methane emissions
and diverting biodegradable wastes from landfill has the potential to reduce
global GHG emissions by 5-10%.
However, moving from end-of-pipe waste management towards resource
management and the circular economy will also be instrumental to ensure
carbon savings in other economic sectors. ISWA estimates that waste
prevention, recycling and energy recovery could each contribute a further 510% reduction, giving a total mitigation potential from the waste and
resources sector of around 20% of global GHG emissions.
To reduce the impact of poor waste management on the climate, on the
environment and human health, there is an urgent need to ensure sound and
sustainable waste management globally as well as the transition to a circular
economy is accelerated. Furthermore, sustainable waste management
should be part of the NDC’s and avoided emissions should be validated to
promote measures to improve waste management.
Acknowledging the sixth assessment report by the IPCC which states that
overall, the global sectors that contribute the largest warming on short time
scales are the methane-dominated sources, i.e., energy production (fossil
fuel mining and distribution), agriculture and waste management;
The General Assembly of the International Solid Waste Association (ISWA)
does hereby recognize that:
1. Mitigating the effects of Climate Change requires immediate and priority
action from governments, businesses, and citizens in order to avoid further
risks to human life, ecosystems, land, property and the economy.

2. The waste and resource management sector holds a unique position as a
relevant net reducer of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, representing an
opportunity for carbon reduction which is yet to be fully realized.
3. The price of inaction to mitigate Climate Change will be significantly
higher than the costs of taking action, and thus the waste and resource
management sector represented by ISWA is ready to participate proactively
in various multi-stakeholder platforms to influence the global action agenda
and reinforce a low carbon economy.
4. The waste and resource management sector must be part of
implementing the portfolio of solutions for mitigation and adaptation to
reduce global emissions essential to reaching climate stability. It offers both
an immediate and cost-effective opportunity to achieve substantial cuts in
global SLCFs1 and carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions and the opportunity
to achieve savings in other economic sectors.
5. Fast action to mitigate SLCFs, such as methane and black carbon, will
help slow the rate of climate change and improve the chances of staying
below the 1.5°C or 2°C climate targets in the near term. Longer-term climate
protection will only be possible if deep and persistent cuts in CO2 emissions
are also rapidly realized.
6. The actions of the waste and resource management sector can be applied
across economies, geographies, and industrial sectors. As such, these
actions must be considered essential components of national, local and
corporate strategies for mitigating climate change (e.g. Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs), climate finance mechanisms available to
low and middle-income countries and corporate ESG commitments and
portfolios).
7. The waste and resource management sector also has a major role to play
in improving public health, protecting life on land and below water,
enhancing productivity, supporting a sustainable economic recovery and
meeting the Sustainable Development Goals as the world population and
materials consumption continue to grow.
8. Waste prevention, reuse, recycling and resource recovery not only make a
significant contribution to climate change mitigation; they also minimise
environmental impacts, reduce costs, increase jobs, decrease potential risks
and liabilities across supply chains and play a central role in the transition to
a circular economy.
9. The waste management and resource industry can provide a reliable
supply of energy using existing proven and sustainable technologies.
10. Carbon Pricing is essential to guide business decisions and investments
towards low-carbon technologies. The International Climate Agreement
should establish the foundation for integrating a robust and predictable

1

Both methane and black carbon are short-lived climate forcers (SLCFs), which have much greater
global heating potentials than carbon dioxide. SLCFs also decay more quickly in the atmosphere than
carbon dioxide.
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carbon pricing system that is fair for all, and includes the waste and
resource management sector.
Thus, the National Members of ISWA convened at its General Assembly, the
governing body of the International Solid Waste Association (ISWA), an
Observer Organization of the UNFCCC, call upon Governments to:
1. Recognize the potential and relevant role of the waste and resource
management sector to reduce GHG emissions and SLCFs and to achieve
further significant reductions in other industrial sectors.
2. Create effective conditions to accelerate the environmentally sound
management of waste and the transition to a circular economy, which will
largely eliminate black carbon emissions from open burning and uncontrolled
disposal sites, facilitate significant GHG reductions from other sectors and
thus contribute to climate change mitigation.
3. Prioritise waste and resource management strategies and integrate them
in national plans and initiatives for climate mitigation and adaptation,
including Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) and climate finance
mechanisms.
4. Create a robust governance system that provides clear, long-term, and
predictable legislative and financial frameworks that will help to catalyse
and scale-up the implementation of climate friendly solutions through the
waste and resource management sector.
5. Recognise that in order to respond to the climate challenge, major public
and private investments will be required to implement sound waste and
resource management systems. These should integrate support for business
and civil society led initiatives, and include research, development, and the
transfer, construction and implementation of low carbon technology,
providing support for concrete and bankable projects.
6. Put in place the necessary mechanisms to leverage public funds and
private sector finance so as to de-risk investment in green technologies
especially in low-and-middle income countries.
To fulfil these objectives, the International Solid Waste Association (ISWA),
through its members, its Board, Working Groups and the General Secretariat
commit to:
1. Work with International agencies, governments and other organisations to
extend the access to adequate waste management systems to all citizens
and support the transition to a circular economy, as a significant
contribution to a better environment and the mitigation of GHG.
2. Promote the development of proper waste and resource management
strategies and plans, for public and private institutions, considering waste
prevention, waste collection, reuse, recycling, energy recovery and other
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adequate treatment solutions, , aiming at providing effective solutions
towards a net zero future by 2050.
3. Increase awareness, network for capacity building, disseminate
knowledge and experience, and thus contribute to the advancement of
technical and scientific knowledge on the subject by initiating and
supporting research and education on GHG, SLCFs, and climate related
issues.
4. Assess experiences from different countries and regions on policies,
strategies and regulations to develop a sound basis for recommendations
that would accomplish optimum waste and resource-related GHG emission
reductions, both locally and globally.
5. Work closely with cities, municipalities, and other organisations to
participate in case studies and targeted actions to tackle GHG emissions,
supporting governments and policy makers in developing and implementing
policies to mitigate climate change and establish a low carbon development
through improved waste and resource management systems and the
integration and acknowledgement of these local actions into the NDCs.
6. Reach out to the extraction, construction, and manufacturing industries

and enhance cooperation on establishing good waste and resource
management practices, such as sustainable planning, design and production
patterns, better ESG indicators, as well as the application of recyclable
materials, the usage of renewable energy, etc.
The undersigned Members of the General Assembly of the International Solid
Waste Association (ISWA) fully endorse this Declaration.

On behalf of the ISWA Board
Carlos Silva Filho
President ISWA
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Signatories
This declaration was also signed and formally endorsed by the
following National Members:
ISWA Austria
Austria
ARS Asociación para el Estudio de Residuos Sólidos
Argentina
ABRELPE Associação Brasileira de Empresas de Limpeza Pública e
Resíduos Especiais
Brazil
BASWA Solid Waste Association – BASWA
Bosnia and Herzegovina
INTERAFVAL
Belgium
AEPA Asociación de Empresas y Profesionales para el Medio Ambiente
Chile
AEPA Asociación de Empresas y Profesionales para el Medio Ambiente
Chile
ASTEE Association
l\’Environnemen
France

Scientifique

et

Technique

pour

l\’Eau

et

BKM Nonprofit Zrt.
Hungary
HSWMA Hellenic Solid Waste Management Association
Greece
ICWM Institute of Chartered Waste Managers
India
DRAT Dan Region Association of Towns – Sanitation & Waste Disposal
Israel
FENUR Fagráð um endurnýtingu og úrgang
Iceland
InSWA Indonesia Solid Waste Association
Indonesia
ISWALebanon ISWA Lebanon
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Lebanon
LASA Waste Management Association of Latvia
Latvia
FPEC Future Pioneers for Empowering Communities
Jordan
NVRD
Netherlands
DS Latinoamericana, A.C.
Mexico
WMAM Waste Management Association of Malaysia
Malaysia
APESB Associação Portuguesa de Engenharia Sanitária e Ambiental
Portugal
be’ah Oman Environmental Services Holding Company
Oman
Avfall Norge
Norway
MaSWA Macedonian Solid Waste Association
North Macedonia
IWMSA Institute of Waste Management of Southern Africa
South Africa
WMRAS Waste Management and Recycling Association of Singapore
Singapore
A.R.M.D. Romanian Association of Waste Management
Romania
Avfall Sverige
Sweden
ATEGRUS Asociación Técnica para la Gestión de Residuos y Medio
Ambiente
Spain
CEGRU Camara de Empresas Gestoras de Residuos del Uruguay
Uruguay
CIWM The Chartered Institution of Waste Management
United Kingdom
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